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john strutton 
*1966 bedfordshire, uk 
lives/works in london 
 
education 
1992 – 1995 middlesex university, london, ba (hons) fine art 
1996 – 1998 royal college of art, london, ma painting 
 
current academic appointment 
senior tutor in painting, royal college of art, london. 
 
solo exhibitions 
2014: grease madonna, domobaal. 
2012: opus dopus, domobaal. 
2011: no epitaph needed, asylum arts, caroline gardens chapel, london se15 2sq. 
2009: i sent you a message but you did not respond (collaboration with lucy pawlak) domobaal. 
2009: donderslag, domobaal, with arthur brick gig at the opening. 
2009: volta ny: the age of anxiety, donderslag: solo project, domobaal. 
2008: dumb tings, coleman projects, london (collaboration with stephen dunne). 
2005: nos cunctus comitatus nod 39, london (collaboration with alan miller). 
2003: a short history of the band of nod, k3, zurich, switzerland. 
2003: 777" sara meltzer gallery, new york. 
2002: sixstring nylon, london. 
2002: hesitator, parkhaus, düsseldorf, germany. 
2001: hesitator, liste basel, switzerland (solo presentation). 
2000: father, son & scary ghost nylon, london. 
2000: the land of nod (collaboration with george shaw) lift gallery, london. 
 
group exhibitions and performances (selection) 
2016: ensorcelé, the enchanted hunter, lucy boyle, beatrice lettice boyle, john strutton, maverick 
projects, amp gallery, london. 
2015: music meets art with john strutton, at mk gallery, thursday 7 august. 
2015: dear serge, video screening followed by q&a in the auditorium at the de la warr pavilion, 
bexhill on sea. 
2015: original copy, as part of dear serge, sunday special at the de la warr pavilion, bexhill on sea, 
uk (performance with riccardo carbone).  
2014: original copy, the edwardian cloakroom, bristol (performance with riccardo carbone). 
2014: boyleandshaw present: an evening of performance with leigh clarke, bob and roberta smith, 
john strutton and dan holliday, the performance studio, london. 
2014: the right hand gives, the left hand takes away, extrapool, nijmegen, the netherlands. 
2013: mk calling, mk gallery, uk. 
2013: drawing biennial 2013, drawing room, uk. 
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2013: rug whoops, john strutton, ellen groneyemer, stuart middleton, alex rathbone, joshua abelow 
and a performance by ben waller aka the rebel at the sunday painter, london. 
2012: zerrissenheit, film and video show, curated by stephen dunne with alexander tucker, anthony 
green, john strutton, laura buckley, mark titchner, oonagh o'brien, seana gavin & rhys coren at 
rise, berlin, germany. 
2012: 100 mothers, contemporary art space chester, university of chester, kingsway buildings. 
2012: the perfect nude, curated by dan coombs and phillip allen, wimbledon space, london. 
2012: other surfaces, a group exhibition of short films and videos, curated by rebecca geldard, poppy 
sebire, london. 
2012: original copy, the function room, london, in collaboration with riccardo carbone. 
2011: in case we don't die, kph volume project space, copenhagen, denmark. 
2011: mail art at the memorial, curated by pablo ferretti at galeria progresso, porto alegre, brazil. 
2011: in case we don't die, curated by bibi katholm in collaboration with wonderland art space, 
helen nyborg contemporary, copenhagen, denmark. 
2011: the tyranny of grammar curated by john strutton at fishmarket gallery, northampton, uk. 
2011: random acts, broadcast on channel 4, 8.12.11 (collaboration with george shaw) 
2010: above the serious, the gallery, stoke newington library, london. 
2010: in case we don't die, curated by bibi katholm in collaboration with wonderland art space, 
berlin, germany. 
2010: legends of circumstance, bargate monument gallery, southampton. 
2009: we're moving, royal college of art, london. 
2009: local meat is my veg, caribic residency, hamburg, germany. 
2009: baker's dozen, curated by clare goodwin at cpg london. 
2009: the london art book fair, domobaal gallery, whitechapel gallery. arthur brick: invited to 
perform as the opening event of the fair. 
2009: the manchester contemporary, domobaal gallery. arthur brick: invited to perform as the 
opening event of the fair. 
2009: time is a sausage (a show of shows) domobaal. 
2009: peter harris: self–portraits by proxy, mummery + schnelle, london. 
2009: art brussels, stand projects: domobaal/london, de–expeditie/amsterdam, tatjana 
pieters/onetwenty, gent. 
2009: art rotterdam, stand projects: domobaal/london, de–expeditie/amsterdam, tatjana 
pieters/onetwenty, gent. 
2008: precious things, highlanes gallery, drogheda, ireland. 
2008: parkhaus: kunsthalle düsseldorf, germany. 
2008: the band of nod, camden arts centre, london (weekend event and performance). 
2006: the band of nod, tate britain, london (collaboration with john hegley and the archie 
bronson outfit as part of late at tate). 
2004: chaime soutine: happy sailor tattoo parlour and barbican centre, london. 
2004: tape 291, 291 gallery, london. 
2004: radio radio, the trade apartment, london. 
2003: hand luggage k3, zurich, switzerland. 
2003: what am i doing here, esso gallery, new york. 
2003: flaca gallery, london. 
2003: masstab eins zu eins (scale one–to–one), anker, zurich, switzerland. 
2002: air guitar: milton keynes gallery, milton keynes, cornerhouse, manchester and touring. 
2002: john hegley vs the band of nod, the water rats, london 
2001: the band of nod, whitechapel art gallery, london performance at centenary show opening). 
2001: record collector, curated by mel brimfield, vto, london, the international 3, manchester, 
espace d'art contemporain, geneva. 
2001: counter, avco, london. 
2000: funny, andrew mummery gallery, london. 
2000: visions at the nunnery, nunnery gallery london. 
2000: dark pop, five years gallery, london. 
2000: homage to the budokan, foyles art gallery, london. 
2000: hackney arts club, hackney empire, london (group show with band of nod performance). 
2000: ark 2000, dilston grove, london. 
2000: the land of nod, lift gallery, london (collaboration with george shaw) 
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1999: confederacy of pleasures, gallery westland place, london. 
1999: shopping, curated by fat, carnaby street, london. 
1999: spent, lord palmerston, london. 
1999: it looks like rain … (touring exhibition) the niggendjker gallery, gronigen, netherlands, the 
triskel arts centre, cork, ireland, arthouse, dublin, rep ireland, chulalongkorn university gallery, 
bangkok, thailand, ex–teresa, mexico city, mexico. 
1999: the british on paper, galleria sonia rosso, pordenone, italy. 
1999: what is love? five years gallery, london. 
1999: sigil, nylon, london. 
1999: seguridad social, ex–teresa arte actual, mexico city, mexico. 
1998: forest, curated by lucy harrison and bob matthews, the bull & last, london. 
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2009: review by rebecca geldard, art review magazine, summer issue. 
2008: guardian guide, review of pentimenti, at permament gallery, brighton. 
2008: irish times, aidan dunne, review of precious things, ireland, october. 
2007: frozen tears iii, ed john russell, article press. 
2007: time out, review of top twenty (exhibition of the week) august. 
2005: metro, review of under 5s vol.3, fisun guner, 22.07.05 
2005: neue zürcher zeitung, article on london project spaces, marianne burki, 06.06.05. 
2004: the guardian guide, radio radio, jessica lack, 10.04.04. 
2004: metro, review of birdhouse, fisun guner, 11.03.04. 
2004: miser and now, issue 2, profile of 39. 
2004: fantastic cities, edited by lucy harrison, kent institute of art & design. 
2002: metro, review of air guitar, 24.09.02. 
2002: an magazine, review of air guitar, october. 
2002: contemporary, reconsidering rock, duncan maclaren, november. 
2002: time out, review of sixstring, martin herbert, october 2-9. 
2002: air guitar, art reconsidering rock music, milton keynes gallery. 
2001: the tastemakers, u.k. art now, rosie millard, thames and hudson. 
2001: counter, text by malcolm quinn, mrs.+ mr.design (imprint). 
2001: contemporary visual arts, review of counter 2, chris horrocks, issue 34. 
2001: the big issue, preview of counter 2, helen sumpter ,15.01.01. 
2000: independent on sunday, review of father, son & scary ghost, duncan mclaren, 23.06.00. 


